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India: Premium
potential
Fresh Produce India Live took a look at
the future of the Indian market both
through Covid-19 and beyond, discussing
the opportunities for fresh produce
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term” said Sunderlal.
These new home cooks will be supplied by

varieties to the country Jupiter Group has

there is definitely a demand for good,

focused on giving back to communities and

premium fruit, when it is biologically

creating a sustainable business model.

grown, better tasting, safely packed it has

what Sunderlal described as the

all the certifications,” Patel said.

revitalisation of the kirana store, India’s

“Everything in the market is trying to add

small neighbourhood stores.

value, so it is creating points of difference

Another area of investment which holds

whether that is on a varietal basis, whether

potential in India in protected cropping,

that is the transparency you provide in a

and Richard Vollebregt, president and chief

supply chain, whether that is the

executive of Cravo Equipment, discussed

sustainable messages you are giving,” said

the evaluations the company has been

Mark.

undertaking in India.

“Also, the only places that were open and

Yvonne said these initiatives are not only

Through technologies such as Cravo’s

had supplies were the little kirana stores. So

creating a more consistent product and

automated retractable roof systems,

they have come back with a big bang.”

adding value to the industry, but they can

Vollebregt said growers are able to protect

differentiate the company’s product.

against the dangers of weather and adjust

“People talk about delivery well the real
deliveries that were coming were only from
the kirana stores. Amazon and all the other
big players were not allowed to do
anything non-essential,” said Sunderlal.

He noted Facbook’s investment in Reliance

conditions to avoid the peak of the market.

Industries of how some of the big players

“Important thing for us at the moment is

are looking to leverage kiranas.

that our retailers understand that we are

The focus here is to understand what does

doing these things as responsible suppliers

the market want and when does it want it?

and as responsible growers and it’s

And how do you create the climate to

important that they share the

manipulate the plants, so you can achieve

responsibility in getting that across to

the quality and the timing for when the

consumers,” said Yvonne. “hopefully there

market actually wants what you are

is a combined effort to infiltrate the

growing,” Vollebregt said.

“I live in complex with 500 apartments, the
little shop downstairs will know what we
want, and they will supply exactly what
this neighbourhood wants,” said Sunderlal.
“That kind of micro-targeting at your
doorstep is something unheard of globally,
it is a brand-new paradigm hitting us and it
is going to be really interesting to watch."
The second session switched focus to
production in India and different ways
some companies are investing in their
future.
Yvonne and Mark Tweddle of UK-based
Jupiter Group, spoke of the company’s
table grape investment in India in
partnership with Sahyadri Farms.

consumers’ understanding.”
Although Vollebregt said technologies like
Nina Patil, director of Indian table grape

Cravo’s suited some crops more than

grower-exporter Fresh Express, added to

others, the key was to evaluate the

the theme by sharing how the company’s

economics of each investment to ensure

investment in its people and plants was

there is value to be found.

paying dividends.
Read more about Fresh Produce India Live
By using biological farming, which focuses

on Fruitnet over the coming days. A full

on natural methods, and empowering a

report on the event will appear in the May

female workforce Fresh Express was able to

edition of Asiafruit Magazine.

grow a healthy and sustainable crop in
regions others had ignored positioning it to
tap into the vast Indian market and
command a premium.
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